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Training For My First Marathon:
The Longest Run Ever.
By The Girl Who Finished Last

Mile 1:
It is so cold. I need to pee already. It’s 22 degrees out and I am
wondering if my face can get frostbite.
Mile 2.5:
I see OU Medical Center ahead. It is such a powerful emotion
for me to see this hospital because 17 years ago this April 19, I
spent eight days there recovering from my injuries after falling
three floors in the Murrah Building and being trapped in the rubble
for over six hours. I remember looking out of the window that I
am now gazing up at and seeing all the cars on Lincoln with their
headlights on in the middle of the day to show their support. I found
out 18 of my 33 co-workers were killed while I was recovering in
that hospital. The emotion is overwhelming and I look down to see
I am running a 9 minute mile. I am NOT a victim anymore.
Mile 4:
I successfully shoot my first snot rocket and it doesn’t hit
anyone!
Mile 6:
Another emotional moment: I run past the very spot where
I served water to marathon runners in 2005 at the Allegiance
Credit Union water stop while weighing 350 pounds. I remember
smiling on the outside, cheering everyone that came by and inside
desperately wishing I was fit enough to run. I run past the very spot
today 200 pounds lighter.
Mile 8:
This is awesome!!! This is the best run ever, the miles are
flying by. I still need to pee though. Red Coyote is coming up and
they have a bathroom! How thankful I am.
Mile 9.5:
I’m on Classen and I think I am last. There is no one within
eyesight in front of me anyway. I think I smell donuts.

Girl who finished last

Mile 10:
Still on Classen. Catch my reflection in the glass of a shop and
I don’t look like I am running anymore.

See First, on page 8
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President’s Letter

March is here and spring is in the air! It is hard to believe that we are already eight weeks into our Marathon
Training schedule for the Oklahoma City Memorial Marathon. By the end of this month, Landrunners should be
looking forward to not only warmer weather but the completion of two twenty mile runs.
The first twenty mile run scheduled for March 10 actually coincides with the Panera Jack Rector Beacon Run.
This 25k race is the OKC Landrunners’ sponsored race and the only training run that we ask you to pay for. A
25k is 15.5 miles that we run along the shores of beautiful Lake Hefner. (We also have a 5k for shorter distance
runners!) Participants can split up the remaining four and a half miles as either a pre or post-race jog. It is always
fun to see our runners blossom and run well in this race, so please consider signing up today! There is a link on the
OKC Landrunners’ page to sign up.
The Panera Beacon Run is just one of many races in our club series competition. Every year, our series
race committee designates certain races around the metro as a part of our club series. Participants in our series
competition simply sign up on the Landrunners’ website to “compete” throughout the year. Points are given not
only for finishing a race, but on the number of races run and for volunteering at races as well. Our series competition
is free to join and will hopefully motivate you in reaching your running goals. We recently honored our 2011 series
winners at our February meeting: Congratulations to all the winners!
Ready for a road trip?! We are once again heading south to Ardmore for the third annual A2A marathon, half
marathon, and 5k. Our group has not only shown up in full force the last two years, but has also done very well in
taking many of the races’ top spots across the board. The course is mainly downhill and sure to be fast! We have
a limited number of seats still available on our charter buses and we guarantee a good time at the race on April 1
-- no fooling!
Remember to keep up the good work and get plenty of rest as we head into our high mileage runs. We want to
see everyone happy and healthy at the finish line of the marathon this year.
Happy Running,
Cara

Running Tip From Camille:
muscles warm
Keep Keep
thethemuscles
warm
Have you ever seen a hurt Kenyan? Neither have I.

march 31, 2012

u ever seen a hurt Kenyan? Neither have I. Keep the muscles warm (unless you’re Chuck
Keep the muscles warm
and sweat like a pig! :o)).

(unless you’re Chuck and sweat like a pig! :o)).

2nd annual wings to fly 15K/5K & Miracle Mile

explore historic fort reno
enjoy family entertainment
benefits oklahoma's kids
Register at OKCHF.org | for more information 405.271.9035
By participating you will help support Children’s Miracle Network
Hospitals, an organization dedicated to providing funding for pediatric
research which in turn helps improve education and clinical care
through the support of Children’s Hospital Foundation.
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Landrunner Calendar of Events
Date Event
3/3
Creek Classic 5K & 10K
3/4
Little Rock Marathon
3/10 Sooner Spring 10K Tune Up
3/10 Panera Beacon 5K* & 25K*
3/11 Run Lucky 5K
3/17 St. Paddy’s Day 8K*
3/18 Strides of March Half Mar / 5K
3/19 Club Meeting
3/25 Earlywine Dash 5K
3/31 Run Your Cookies Off 5K
3/31 Oklahoma Heritage Land Run 5K
3/31 Wings to Fly 5K & 15K*
3/31 Centennial Buffalo Breeze 5K
4/1
A2A Marathon*, Half* & 5K*
4/7
Egg Run 2012 – 5K
4/14 Redbud Classic Bike
4/15 Redbud Classic 5K /10K
4/21 YWCA 2 Minute 5K
4/21 Remember the Ten
4/29 OKC Memorial Marathon
* Denotes Series Races

Location/Time
Deer Creek MS @ 9:00am
Little Rock, AR @ 8:00am
Norman @ 8:00am
Stars & Stripes @ 8:30am
Classen Curve @ 1:30pm
Lake Hefner East Wharf @ 10:15am
Lake Draper @ 8:00am
Kimray 8 NW 42nd @ 6:30pm
SW 119th & May @ 2:00pm
Mitch Park @ 7:30am
Regatta Park @ 8:30am
Fort Reno @ 9:00am
4400 N Coltrane @ 4:30pm
Ardmore, OK @ 8:00am
Harrah, OK @ 7:00am
6301 Waterford Blvd @ 7:00am
6301 Waterford Blvd @ 2:00pm
Regatta Park @ 8:45am
Stillwater, OK @ 9:00am
NW 6th & Robinson @ 6:30am

Landrunners In Action
1/28 Texas Half, Dallas, TX
Joseph Parizek
Jennifer Westenhaver
Don Wanzer
Steven Chernausek
Amy Wisniewski
Kaylee Nelson

1:36:43
1:49:06
2:02:10
2:11:56
2:11:57
2:38:03

1/29 3M Half Marathon, Austin, TX
Paul Friese
1:41:51
Karl Rysted
1:58:02
Gaile Loving
2:00:16
2/18 Myrtle Beach Marathon, SC
Jerry Glasgow
3:54:53
2/19 Lost Dutchman Marathon, AZ
Bill Goodier
3:48:26

2/19 Austin Marathon, TX
David Sooter
Matthew Wilcoxen
Kermit Rust
Adi McCasland
Cynthia Mitchell
Rebecca Cunningham

3:51:28
3:53:45
3:54:35
4:17:53
5:17:58
5:21:54

2/19 Austin Half Marathon, TX
Lee Walther
Susan Phillips
Bryan Sloan
Rohit Keshava
Kelly Murphy
Jackie Mania
Angie Sholar
Bret Sholar
Jonathan Edison
Mark Ballard
Sheila Miller

1:23:59
1:37:22
1:45:06
1:46:09
1:47:12
1:51:26
2:30:09
2:30:09
2:31:23
2:39:59
2:40:00

If you don’t see your results it could be you forgot to report them so
send your results, photos and stories to news@okcrunning.org
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Vitamin D – The Super Vitamin for Running Performance
By Camille Herron (camilleherron.com)
Given my research background on bone health, I’d like to
talk about a highly under-appreciated micronutrient: Vitamin D!
It’s especially important to talk about since we’re in winter, when
Vitamin D status drops because of less exposure to sunlight.
What is Vitamin D?
Vitamin D is a fat-soluble micronutrient/steroid that’s mainly
synthesized through our skin via exposure to UV light (specifically
UVB). It’s rapidly and thermally isomerized by sunlight to D3
(this depends on skin temperature, where warmer equals better)
and absorbed through the skin into the bloodstream. In the liver,
circulating D3 is metabolized into the most common circulating form
of Vitamin D, 25(OH)D3-- this is what’s tested in a lab to determine
Vitamin D levels.
The body has the ability to photoregulate how much Vitamin
D3 is synthesized to prevent toxic levels from being produced.
However, what is most likely to happen with Vitamin D3 is a
deficiency during the winter.
Food Sources
Vitamin D isn’t found naturally in too many foods, and thus
several common staples are fortified with it. Natural foods include:
fatty fishes (mackarel, salmon, sardines), fish liver oil (Cod liver
oil, yum yum!), and eggs (from chickens fed Vitamin D). Common
fortified foods include: cereals, milk, bread, OJ, and infant formula.
It’s worth mentioning-- because Vitamin D is FAT-SOLUBLE -- it’s
best to have some fat in your MILK! With milk also being rich in
Calcium (and Vitamin D enhancing its absorption), they go handin-hand.
I recommend checking the information at my alma mater,
Oregon State: http://lpi.oregonstate.edu/infocenter/vitamins/
vitaminD
Preachin’ it
Just because you’re an athlete/runner who’s running outside in
the sunshine DON’T ASSUME your Vitamin D status is okay. In the
winter, with less sun exposure, covering up with layers, running in
the dark, or on a treadmill indoors our Vitamin D levels drop.
There’s been a strong push to “protect our skin” (against skin
cancer, anti-aging, etc.). This has consequently led to an epidemic
of Vitamin D deficiency, which has been linked to a greater incidence
of several diseases (see website above). An article in Running Times
about Vitamin D mentioned how Deena Kastor, who has a long history
of bouts with skin cancer, found out she was Vitamin D deficient due
to overprotecting her skin (wearing layers and sunscreen). She had
developed a stress fracture in her foot at the Beijing Olympics, just
prior to finding out she was Vitamin D deficient.
It’s most commonly known that Vitamin D3 is used to help
calcium absorption and bone health. However, it’s also important
to muscle health, oxygen consumption, and the immune system.
Importance to muscle health
From a research article on Athletic Performance and Vitamin D:
“Two years of treatment with even a low dose of vitamin D-1000 IU of ergocalciferol per day--significantly increased muscle
strength, doubled the mean diameter, and tripled the percentage of
Type II muscle fibers...”
From the Linus Pauling Institute:
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“Vitamin D deficiency causes muscle weakness and pain in
children and adults.... In a cross-sectional study of 150 consecutive
patients referred to a clinic in Minnesota for the evaluation of
persistent, nonspecific musculoskeletal pain, 93% had serum
25-hydroxyvitamin D levels indicative of vitamin D deficiency
(21)....”
Importance to oxygen consumption
Here’s an excerpt from a NY Times article a few years ago,
“Can Vitamin D improve your athletic performance?”
“...The athletes, in other words, are fittest in August, when
ultraviolet radiation from the sun is near its zenith. They often then
experience an abrupt drop in maximal oxygen intake, beginning
as early as September, even thought they continue to train just as
hard....”
Importance to immune health
There’s a correlation between the drop in Vitamin D status and
the incidence of colds and flu. Thus, you are more susceptible to
illness when your Vitamin D status drops. Personally, I’ve been
taking extra Vitamin D the past two and a half years, and I haven’t
had a cold since 2008 – that’s four years!
What should your Vitamin D status be?
The only way to know your Vitamin D levels are an issue is
to get it checked by a doctor or through low-cost blood testing such
as www.healthcheckusa.com. There’s conflicting suggestions on the
ideal value. The American College of Sports Medicine recommends
having a value greater than 40 ng/ml. From reading the research
studies above, they suggest you should be at above 50 ng/ml.
The  Linus Pauling Institute recommends a serum 25-hydroxyvitamin
D level of at least 80 nmol/l (or 32 ng/ml).
Supplementing with Vitamin D
How, how much, and how long you need to supplement likely
depends on how low you are and also the season. There’s conflicting
research on whether you should supplement with D2 or D3—the
preference seems to be Vitamin D3. If you’re very low, a doctor may
give you an injection or prescription for very large doses of D3. As
I mentioned above, because it’s fat-soluble, that means you can take
a large dose at one time, and your body will store it up. Because of
this, leave it up to the doctor/pharmacist on how often/large the dose
should be and how long to continue supplementing. Also, because
it’s fat-soluble.... it’s best to take with some fat!
As a daily, over-the-counter supplement, the Linus Pauling
Institute recommends 2000 IUs/day for healthy adults. The
current RDA for Vitamin D is 600 IUs, which many believe to be
exceptionally too low (esp. winter).
Personal Experience
In the past, I would typically feel, train, and perform better
in the summer and fall. Then I would struggle with sickness and
muscle aches in the winter, and spring was usually a mixed bag of
performances and health. I figured my multivitamin and Calcium
supplement were enough, but in hindsight it likely wasn’t.
In 2009 (after reading the Running Times article about Deena),
I started taking an extra 1,000 IUs per day of Vitamin D (~Spring
Valley brand from Walmart), on top of the ~1,000 IUs I get from my

See Vitamin D, on page 10
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First continued
Mile 11:
I hate Classen. Please God when is NW 18th Street going to
get here? Everything hurts. I can’t see anyone in front of me and
I’m afraid to look behind because I think I am last. Coach Mark
Bravo said there is no way I would be last. I think he lied but I
decide not to look.
Mile 12:
I spot the Chinese restaurant where Sonja Sanders and I used
to eat once a week. Sonja was killed in the bombing. I am so
thankful for this marathon and the National Memorial for keeping
their memories alive.
Mile 12.6:
Red Coyote water stop!!! I love these people. I try to tell
them so, but the words kind of slur out. My lips have completely
frozen and I can’t talk. I think they are looking at me like they
are trying to decide whether to call for help. I take off before they
can haul me away. I glance behind me – there is no one as far as
I can see.
Mile something...my Garmin died:
I’m worried I missed a turn but then I see an empty Gu wrapper
on the street. I’m so thankful this person littered because I know I
am on the right route.
Mile something close to the finish:
I see my reflection in the windows on Broadway and I look
like I am running!! I feel my pace getting faster and stronger. I am
going to do this thing. I take another look back and, yes, I am last.
•
I spot my lone vehicle in the lot. I can’t believe I just ran
14 miles! I think it was 2 hours and 50 minutes but I can’t be sure.
I was slow and last but it doesn’t matter because I know I’m no
longer a victim and somehow it makes me feel close to my friends
who were killed 17 years ago. I feel satisfied with my effort and
vow I will be even stronger and faster next time. Chocolate milk
never tasted so good.

2005 OCMM water stop
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Food, Fun and Resource Fair!
100% of the money goes to Oklahoma autism programs!
Bricktown Ballpark

| Oklahoma City | May 5, 2012 |

www.piecewalk.org

Registration at 7:30am

| Walk / 5K begins at 9am
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•

As taken from the Linus Pauling Institute site: According to
Dr. Michael Holick, as little as 5-10 minutes of sun exposure
on arms and legs or face and arms three times weekly between
11:00 am and 2:00 pm during the spring, summer, and fall at 42
degrees latitude should provide a light-skinned individual with
adequate vitamin D and allow for storage of any excess for use
during the winter with minimal risk of skin damage.”

•

Aging (over 50 years) is associated with a lowered ability
to synthesize Vitamin D. Compounded with the push to
wear sunscreen or extra layers, this population is especially
vulnerable to a Vitamin D deficiency.

•

This isn’t something I personally do (supplementing is cheaper),
but visiting a tanning bed may not be a bad option in the winter.
It also looks like you can purchase a “sunlamp” to use at home,
but you should likely discuss this with a doctor on the safety.

•

Athletes with darker skin need longer UV exposure to produce
an equivalent amount of Vitamin D3. The melanin acts as an
ever-present sunscreen. Those with greater melanin in their
skin may need up to 10 times longer exposure to produce an
equivalent amount of Vitamin D as a fair-skinned person.

multivitamin plus Calcium supplement. I usually take all of these in
the evening time before bed and after a desert of ice cream (a little
fat enhances absorption).
I ran a monster marathon PR in fall 2009, which I wouldn’t
solely say was because of Vitamin D supplementation, as I had been
taking it only for a few weeks. Maybe it helped maintain my VO2
max? Who knows! However, I haven’t been sick for four years (since
2008) and don’t get as much muscle soreness or body quirks in the
winter. At the present (in the wintertime), I’ve been taking an extra
5,000 IUs once a week, along with my daily 2,000 IUs of Vitamin D.
Given my good health and recent marathon PR at the Olympic Trials
(2:37:14), I must be doing something right!
•

•

•

Other Thoughts
If you currently or normally have issues with musculoskeletal
soreness or injuries and illness during the winter, it could be due
to low Vitamin D.
If you can, do your main daily runs at mid-day or in the
afternoon, or at least a few runs each week in the most possible
sun. Your face actually absorbs the most sunlight, so even if
your face is exposed you can synthesize some Vitamin D.
For my friends who have to run in the early morning/evening/
dark (or on a treadmill or indoor track), be mindful that you
likely need to supplement with even more Vitamin D.

Join the YWCA OKC for the Fourth Annual
2 Minute 5K & Kiddie K

Saturday, April 21
Regatta Park & Pavilion

Register online at ww.ywcaokc.org
8 am registration, 8:45 am Kiddie K start, 9:15 am 5K start
Regatta Park & Pavilion, 725 S. Lincoln Blvd., OKC
5K • Kiddie K (1K) • Live Music • Community Fair • Family-Friendly Activities •
Prizes for Top Fundraisers • Special Appearances by OKC Red Hawks Mascots
Legacy Sponsor:

Every 2 minutes a woman is sexually assaulted.
We think that’s too many hurt in our state.

Benefitting YWCA Oklahoma City’s programs for victims of sexual assault.
YWCA Oklahoma City • 2460 W. I-44 Service Road • Oklahoma City, OK 73112 • 405-948-1770
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If you would like more information and reference links visit my
website @ www.camilleherron.com
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2nd Jewel in 2012 the Triple Crown Series

25K STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
Saturday, March 10, 2012

25K - 8:30 am 5K - 9:00 am 1 mile Fun Run - 9:30 am
Entry Fee:

Registration:

25K- $35, $25 OCRC Members, $40 Race Day
5K- $25, $20 OCRC Members, $30 Race Day
19 & under $15 any race, $20 Race Day
1 Mile Fun Run - FREE

Preferred Online Entries: www.okcrunning.org
(no processing fees)
Mail Entries to:
Race Director
P.O. Box 18113
Oklahoma City, OK 73154

Location:

Stars and Stripes Park
Lake Hefner, Oklahoma City

Prizes:

Overall Male & Female
Special Age Group Awards - 3 deep
Plus Fun Doorprizes

Packet Pickup:
Friday, March 9, 2-7 pm
Panera Bread on NW Expy. (across from Integris)

Produced by:

Proceeds to promote healthy lifestyles through recreational walking and running For more information email: racedirector@okcrunning.org
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Yoga Poses
By Jennifer Henry
Jennifer Henry is a Landrunner director who has been
running for 40 years and a yoga instructor for 15 years. She
is an assistant cross country/track coach at Heritage Hall and
teaches yoga at the Lighthouse, Transformations, and Quail
Creek Country Club.
First pose - Reclining Twist
With one foot at wall with leg straight, use strap or towel on
lifted leg, and gently and slowly twist leg to opposite side. Keep
flexing through the heel keeping leg as straight as possible. Do
not drop leg all the way to floor. Keep other foot firmly pushing
into the wall for leverage as you stretch the lifted leg. Great for
IT band.
Second pose - Head to knee pose
This is a great stretch for your hamstrings. Using a towel
or strap, put one foot on wall and strap around ball of other foot
as you slowly stretch the leg up. Do not let your hip lift up off
the ground. Keep “grounding” yourself in the pose by pushing
that other foot into the wall. Slowly increase the stretch. If you
can make it to 90 degrees that is great. If not, you need to KEEP
WORKING this stretch but DO NOT push past the point of
pain, be very gentle. Keep reaching through the heel and not let
the hip raise.
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Reclining Twist

Head to knee pose
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Landrunner Loses 70 Pounds and Tells the Huffington Post His Successes
By Ken Carlyle

Landrunner Ken Carlyle recently shared with
the Huffington Post his weight loss transformation
through running. With the help of a running buddy
and the club, Ken went from weighing 208 pounds
down to 138 pounds by May of 2011. The following
is his story as told to the Huffington Post.
After I graduated from college, I went from 130
pounds to over 200, due to a sedentary lifestyle and a
penchant for fine wines and foods, especially cheese.
I had acid reflux, high blood pressure, I snored badly
and had trouble sleeping. My weight gain made me
depressed, which lead to more escapism through
food.
In the fall of 2008, I hit my breaking point when
I saw photos of myself taken at a football tailgate.
I knew I was overweight, but these pictures finally
bothered me enough to change. My New Year’s
resolution in 2009 was to lose weight.
So I went on a very restrictive diet. I cut back
to 1,000 calories a day and I was miserable. I rode
a stationary exercise bike in my home three days a
week. I lost 25 pounds in nine months -- which was a
great start -- but hardly where I wanted to be.
One of my employees was tired of hearing me
complain about my weight-loss plateau and asked
me to go for a run with him. “Yeah, right. Run? I’ve
never run more than 20 feet in my life,” I replied.
Six months later, in the spring of 2010, I finally
went running for the first time. I made it a mile by
jogging, then walking, then jogging. I was tired and
felt awful. But my friend said he’d see me in two
days. And so it went, every other day he met me at
seven in the morning for a jog. Within a couple of
weeks, I made it two miles without stopping to walk.
By the end of the summer I was going four miles.
My goal was to make it once around Lake Hefner
in Oklahoma City before the end of the year. On
December 31, 2010 we ran the 9.5-mile course at
a pace of nine minutes per mile. In May of 2011,
I completed the Oklahoma City Memorial Half
Marathon in just over two hours. My friend, who
had finished long before me, came back to cross the
finish line with me.
14 The Landrunner

Ken Carlyle

It took effort and discipline and the patience of
my best friend, but I lost 70 pounds and finished a half
marathon. Running has changed my life. The hardest
part is getting started, but once you do, you’ll never
stop. Once I started running, I was able to eat healthy
foods and three meals a day and I lost more weight.
Now, I eat a balanced diet, with an abundance of fruit
and vegetables and very little red meat or fried foods.
I routinely get up and run four to six miles, three to
four times a week. I love it. My friend had faith in me
when I had lost faith in myself. He wouldn’t let me
quit. He wouldn’t let me fail. I will be a runner until
the day I die.
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RECOGNIZING OVERTRAINING
By Tom Coniglione, MD
Run long, run fast, run long again. Running is such a pleasure you
want to run every day. Miss a couple of days of running and you are
a different person. At times, we run so much we actually “overtrain.”
Overtraining is a well recognized phenomenon among athletes.

HEART RATE: The runner’s heart rate is slow; slowness is
best noted in the morning on awakening. When you wake in the
morning with a faster than normal heart rate or a pounding beat, think
overtraining. I have found this to be a later sign of overtraining.

Medically, with overtraining, there are measurable chemical
abnormalities. These chemical abnormalities are not specific; there is
no reliable test to diagnose overtraining.

STALENESS: Ordinarily, when you start a run you are stale.
As you run you feel energized. Your muscles loosen and you are in
your “zone.” When you start a run you feel stale and that staleness
persists and you never feel loose and comfortable in the run, you may
be overtrained.

Recognize overtraining, deal with it and it can be of short
duration. Miss the warning signs, keep running and it may take weeks
to recover. Here are a few signs of overtraining.
APPETITE: Many people run to eat. Running higher mileage
means you have to eat more. Runners usually have a good appetite.
When you lose your appetite or food does not taste good, think
overtraining. Losing weight is another warning sign.
SLEEP: Runners sleep well; they fall asleep rapidly and sleep
soundly. They awaken rested. Overtraining cause the runner to have
difficulty falling asleep and waking without feeling rested.
INFECTIONS: Runners get fewer colds than non-runners.
Although it is true the overtrained runner will get more colds, it is
very difficult to recognize an increase in infections/colds as a sign of
overtraining. Don’t wait to get some viral infection to realize you are
overtrained.

With overtraining you find declining performance in regular
runs and races. I find staleness to be an early sign of overtraining. In
the summer we have many runners who felt this way but they were
chronically dehydrated.
HEAVY LEGS: Your legs should feel tired after a long or
particularly hard run. That tiredness should be gone in 24-48 hours. At
the beginning of a run your legs should feel heavy. In the first 1-2 miles
of a run your legs should feel lighter and responsive. If that tiredness
never goes away, think about being overtrained. Heavy legs are an
early sign of overtraining.
If you think you might be overtrained, take a rest. You can skip
a few runs, get some extra sleep, splurge on your diet and drink some
extra fluid. Your next run may be your best run in several weeks.

Presented by

Follow us:

www.stridesofmarch.com
We’re hosting our 1st Annual Strides of March Half Marathon, Dogwood Dash 5K and Children’s Puppy Dash!
All proceeds will benefit our substance abuse recovery programs.
Join us in promoting wellness and recovery within our community because healthy families stay together.

Date: Sunday, March 18, 2012
Time: 8:00 am
at Lake Stanley Draper
8301 S.E. 104th St., Oklahoma City, OK 73165
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Email: questions@stridesofmarch.com
Register to race at: www.signmeup.com/79778
OKC Metro Alliance, Inc. is a not for profit, 501(c)3 company.

6th Annual
Remember the Ten Run
April 21, 2012
Oklahoma State University Campus

5K - 10K - 1 Mile Fun Run
Celebrate and honor the ten members of the OSU men’s basketball program who
perished in a plane crash in 2001.
Remember the Ten Run benefactors include OSU Counseling Services and the new
Remember the Ten Run Scholarship Program.
For runner registration, volunteer opportunities or for information visit
www.RememberTheTen.com.

Centennial
Elementary

4400 N. Coltrane
Edmond, Oklahoma

proudly presents

Fun Run-4:30pm
5K-5:00pm
Electronic timing provided by

This race is sanctioned by the
USATF and certified accurate by
the Road Racing Technical Council
of the USATF.
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Join or Renew
Online Today!
Check your mailing label for your renewal date.

Ride and Run with the OKC Landrunners

All runners, walkers, and friends
are invited to travel with us to the

Join or renew your subscription online at www.okcrunning.org or:
$20

A2A Race for Mercy
When: Sunday, April 1, 2012
What: Same day, round trip to and from the A2A Race for Mercy
Marathon/Half Marathon/5K
Bus Cost: $20.00 per person, nonrefundable but transferrable.

We take care of the details – you
take care of the running!
Visit www.okcrunning.org for more details.

